SpeediStair

Temporary Alloy Staircase
 SpeediStair provides a
rapidly fitted
temporary staircase
for safer access on
construction sites than
standard ladders.

 Gives easy and safe
access between floor
levels from the very
earliest stages of
construction.

 Simple and secure
fixing method for
installation in just
minutes.

 Double height

guardrails included for
both sides for greater
safety.

 SpeediStair fits a total
vertical rise (floor-tofloor height) 2650mm
to 3050mm.

 All alloy construction
with non-slip treads
125mm deep.

 Staircase width

excluding handrails
630mm. Overall width
incl handrails 730mm.

 Rise per tread is
206mm, with a tread
depth 125mm.

 Going depth 2437mm.
 Maximum safe working
load 225kg uniformly
distributed.

 Total weight 40kg but
staircase alone just
24kg plus each
handrail unit weighing
8kg.
No training required. Stair unit simply lifts into position and is secured
with screws at top and bottom. Side handrails then drop into their sockets
and thumbscrews are tightened to complete the installation. Can be
completed by just one person in a matter of minutes. It could hardly be
simpler!
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 Does not comply with
Building Regulations so
is not suitable for
permanent or public
access.
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SpeediStair

Temporary Alloy Staircase

Components included

-

Stair Unit - qty 1

Weight 24kg

Handrails - qty 2

Weight 8kg each

Total assembly weight

Weight 40kg
Dimensions

Total Rise (min & max Floor-to-Floor Height)

2650mm - 3050mm

Total Going

2437mm

Rise per tread

206mm

Tread depth

125mm

Width excl handrails

630mm

Overall width incl handrails

730mm

Normally in central stock and delivered FREE most of mainland UK in 2 -3 days.

See our excellent website at

www.ladders999.co.uk
UNITS 2 & 10

for details of our huge range

EASTERN AVENUE

of ladders, steps, podium steps
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GL4 3SN

TEL: 01452 520144
www.ladders999.co.uk sales@lansfordaccess.co.uk

All prices, details and specifications are subject to change without notice and are those ruling at date of order. E&OE.
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